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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Waitsfield Village Covered Bridge (a.k.a. the Big Eddy Bridge) carries Bridge Street over
the Mad River in the center of the village area of Waitsfield. The bridge is the oldest operating
covered bridge remaining in Vermont, and is an icon of the community. Not only is it an
important transportation link
between the village and the
neighborhoods to the east, but it is
also a symbol of the Town and a
major tourist attraction. The bridge
is owned and maintained by the
Town of Waitsfield.
The primary goal of the project is to
investigate what improvements are
needed at this time to maintain the
bridge in good condition. Several
issues have been identified with the
bridge, and the Town received a
Transportation Enhancement grant in 2008 to fund the design and repairs of several problems.
These include:
¾ Improve the support of the cantilevered sidewalk, or relocate the sidewalk within the
main bay of the original covered bridge
¾ Fix the deterioration of the abutments
Other issues that have been identified and were considered during the course of investigations
include:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Repairing or replacing other structural members
Repairing or replacing the existing wooden runner planks and lag bolts
Repairing the scour hole on the face of the north abutment
Replacing or keeping the existing cedar shake roof
Repainting or stripping the painted bridge portals
Alleviating ongoing vehicular damage to the interior of the bridge

The available funding through the 2008 Transportation Enhancement grant is $270,000, plus
local matching funds of approximately $70,000 result in total project funding available of
$340,000. Engineering fees are $60,000, right-of-way is estimated at $5,000, construction
inspection is estimated at $30,000, and administration is $3,000. This leaves approximately
$242,000 available for construction.
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Recommended improvements to the bridge that fit within the available budget consist of the
following:
¾ Remove the existing cantilevered sidewalk
¾ Replace the sidewalk with a self-supporting structure consisting of steel trusses and a
timber deck
¾ Widen the abutments to accommodate the new sidewalk
¾ Repair areas of deteriorated concrete on the existing abutments
The recommended schedule for the project is to complete permitting, plans and specifications
(bid documents) by March of 2012, advertise for bids in May, and perform construction from July
to December 2012.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Town of Waitsfield (Town) has engaged DuBois & King, Inc. (D&K) of Randolph, VT to
provide engineering services for the design and construction of improvements to the Waitsfield
Village Covered Bridge. The Waitsfield Village Covered Bridge, also known as the Big Eddy or
Great Eddy Bridge, is located over the Mad River on Bridge Street in the heart of historic
Waitsfield village. It is a major transportation route connecting residential neighborhoods to the
village center, not only for vehicles but also for bicyclists and pedestrians. The bridge is
believed to be the oldest operating covered bridge in Vermont and is known to be the longest
clear span of any Burr arch bridge in Vermont. It is a beloved symbol of the community that
contributes to Waitsfield’s identity and economy.
The Town has received a Transportation Enhancement grant to fund improvements to the
bridge. With the use of Federal funds, the project development must follow the project
development process as administered by the Local Transportation Facilities unit of the Vermont
Agency of Transportation (VTrans). The project has been given the designation of STP EH
08(6) by VTrans.
The bridge utilizes a King post truss and Burr arch framing, wood rafter roof framing,
floorbeams, and deck plank floor framing, wood board siding, and cedar shake roofing. The
bridge lies within a 4-rod wide right-of-way (ROW) of Bridge Street, and is owned and
maintained by the Town. The bridge is on the National
Register of Historic Places (74000261 NRIS (National
When reviewing this report,
Register Information System)) as the Great Eddy Covered
please refer to the Glossary
Bridge.
of Terms contained in
Appendix A.
The bridge is an approximately 105 foot long, single span
structure constructed in 1833. The clear opening between
the trusses is approximately 16’-1”, so the bridge is only wide
enough to provide for a single lane for traffic. The bridge is actively used by vehicles,
pedestrian, and bicyclists. A cantilevered, enclosed sidewalk was added to the outside of the
downstream truss around 1940. A 2003 traffic count revealed the bridge as an average daily
traffic of 2,400 vehicles per day. The bridge is in fair to good condition with several noticeable
structural problems. The problems include a slight racking of the downstream (east) truss with
significant distortion (negative camber), abutment deterioration, rotting structural members, and
worn deck plank boards.
The available funding of approximately $340,000 must fund all aspects of the project. The
project includes consulting engineering services for the design and development of contract
documents (plans and specifications) and contract administration (bid phase and construction
phase services), and construction to make the structural repairs.
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II.

BACKGROUND/HISTORY

The Waitsfield Village Covered Bridge is listed on the National Register of Historic Places,
having been entered into the Register on September 6, 1974. The bridge is listed in the
Covered Bridge World Guide as Bridge No. 45-12-14. A separate covered sidewalk was added
to the outside of the original bridge sometime around 1940. Several published sources indicate
the bridge was originally constructed with an outside sidewalk that was removed at a later date.
The current sidewalk is covered by an extension of the original roof, and is supported
underneath by cantilevered beams attached to the original floor beams.
There is no record of repair work done before the 1970’s. VTrans commissioned a project that
made several major improvements in 1973, including the addition of concrete extensions on the
north and south abutments to help support the truss bearing members, repair and replacement
of numerous structural members, replacement of all of the cantilevered sidewalk members (roof
rafters, posts, decking and floorbeams), installation of a new sheet metal roof over the sidewalk,
and replacement of all board siding. Since the time of the 1973 restoration, the bridge has had
the floor deck planks replaced; the metal roof was removed and replaced with cedar shakes,
and some additional structural members have been repaired.
Over the last several years, the Town has become increasingly concerned about the
deterioration of the abutments, and the support of the cantilevered sidewalk system. In 2008,
they applied for, and received, a Transportation Enhancement grant to investigate the extent of
the problems at the bridge, and to construct repairs or improvements to keep the bridge in good
working order for many years into the future.
III.

DATA COLLECTION/FIELD OBSERVATIONS/STANDARDS

A.

Data Collection
A review of available files was made in order to obtain pertinent information on the
bridge that would relate to the proposed rehabilitation. The following information was
reviewed and data obtained:
¾ VTrans Structures Section: Correspondence, inspection reports, etc.
¾ Vermont Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Committee: Historic Covered
Bridge Preservation Plan, dated April 10, 2003.
¾ Waitsfield Historical Society: No files available.
¾ Town of Waitsfield: Right-of-way and abutter information. On-site interview with
Charlie Hosford (Selectboard) on 9/22/10 to discuss bridge.
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Engineers from DuBois & King, Inc. performed field observations on September 22,
2010. The following observations were made:
¾ Cedar shingle roofing in good condition, with no leaks observed
¾ Timber roof rafters in good condition, with the exception that six (6) rafters are
split, rotted, or broken
¾ Upstream siding in fair condition with some broken, loose and warped boards,
gaps between siding planks, and some decay.
¾ Downstream siding in fair condition with some broken, loose and warped boards,
gaps between siding planks, and some decay
¾ Downstream truss in poor condition, with excessive downward deflection
(negative camber) of up to 3 5/8”. Some minor rot observed at the ends of
the web members (compression members)
¾ Upstream truss in fair condition, with downward deflection of up to 1 5/8”. Some
minor rot observed at the ends of the web members (compression
members)
¾ Deck planking in fair condition, with significant abrasion damage and wear at the
center travelway
¾ Floor beams in good condition, with five (5) showing severe decay
¾ Sidewalk floorbeams in good condition, with the exception of significant corrosion
of the bolted connections with the bridge floorbeams
¾ Concrete abutment sections in fair to poor condition with severe surface spalling
and voids
¾ Stone abutment sections in good condition, some missing chinking stones
¾ Approach signing cluttered and some signs out of plumb
¾ North sidewalk timber approach (bridge) and bearing is being undermined and
has settled
Cantilevered
edge of sidewalk (downstream) showing signs of downward
¾
deflection
¾ Sidewalk deck planks in fair to good condition with some minor rot and excessive
wear
¾ Timber approach rail at southeast quadrant broken in several locations, and rail
is substandard (or non-existent) on southeast, southwest and northeast
approaches
See the bridge photos contained in Appendix B for a further understanding of the
existing conditions.
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B.

Right-of-Way

Records of the right-of-way provided by VTrans to the Town indicate that the right-of-way along
Bridge Street is 4-rods (66 feet) in width. Assuming the bridge is roughly centered within this
width, there is adequate room to perform any repairs or improvements at the bridge.
A staging area for the contractor will be needed on a temporary basis during construction.
Because of the desire by the Town to keep the bridge open, and the view unspoiled as much as
possible during construction, a nearby location away from the bridge will be sought for a staging
area. One possible location is behind the Bridge Street Marketplace. The Town is investigating
the ability to acquire temporary rights in this area.
C.

Permitting

Our review of the project leads us to believe that all work will be performed within the exiting
roadway right-of-way. However, some work will be needed in the Mad River. Therefore, a
Stream Alteration permit will be needed from the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources.
Because the project will disturb only a very small area, and no additional impervious areas will
be created, neither a Construction Stormwater permit nor an Operational Stormwater permit will
be required. Also, no wetlands will be impacted so a Wetlands permit will not be needed.
Because the project is funded in part by a federal Transportation Enhancement grant, the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), will apply to the project. Therefore, a Categorical
Exclusion will need to be prepared and approved by VTrans. This will include a Section 106
historical review. We will also submit plans to the Vermont Historic Covered Bridge
Preservation Committee for their review and input.
D.

Covered Bridge Improvement Standards
1.

Secretary of the Interior Standards

The United States Secretary of the Interior has developed guidelines for the
rehabilitation of historic structures, and these guidelines are the Standards of
Rehabilitation (36 CFR 67). These standards are to insure that the historic integrity of
the structure is preserved while at the same time rehabilitated for continued use.
Generally, these standards dictate that structural repairs:
¾
¾
¾

Will be unobtrusive and for the most part, not visible to the casual observer
Will not affect the character of the bridge
Will blend in with surroundings and match color
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¾
¾

Will be hidden from view whenever possible
Will not cause damage or removal of historic features

This project will follow the Federal Standards of Rehabilitation, but will also be in
accordance with additional guidelines developed by the State of Vermont that are more
specific to historic covered bridges.
2.

Vermont Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Plan

VTrans, in conjunction with the Vermont Historic Preservation Officer and the Federal
Highway Administration, prepared and adopted a preservation plan specific to Vermont
and its covered bridges. The plan is similar to the Secretary of the Interior Standards in
that key elements of the Vermont plan include:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Minimal change will occur to defining characteristics of the structure
Distinctive features shall be preserved
Repair, rather than replace deteriorated elements, if at all possible
If replacement is warranted, then match original design, and materials, if possible
New additions or alterations shall be reversible

The Vermont Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Plan takes precedent over the
Secretary of the Interior standards, and will be followed as the defining plan for repairs
and rehabilitation of the Waitsfield Covered Bridge.
Representatives of DuBois & King and the Town of Waitsfield conducted meetings with
the Vermont Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Committee on April 1, 2011 and June
9, 2011. Through these Committee meetings, DuBois & King and the Town were able to
focus on specific issues and priorities that have been incorporated into this Report.
IV.

CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A.

Considerations
There are a number of improvements that have considered as part of this project. Some
of these were suggested by the Selectboard, VTrans, and a local builder. Others were
suggested by concerned citizens at the Local Concerns Meeting held at the inception of
the project development process. Still others were identified by D&K through the review
of the bridge in the field, and our expertise in covered bridge repair and rehabilitation.
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The following paragraphs briefly identify the individual concerns or issues considered
during the development of this Report. Following in the “Recommendations” section,
each consideration is discussed in more detail and specific recommendations are made.
1.

Strengthening of the cantilevered sidewalk

The first consideration of this project is what should be done with the existing
cantilevered sidewalk. It is adding additional loads and stresses to the downstream
truss, and causing the deflection and slight racking of the truss. The sidewalk itself is
experiencing downward deflection of the downstream (east) edge. Strengthening of the
truss, adding additional support along the length of the sidewalk itself, removing the
cantilever sidewalk and replacing it with a self-supporting sidewalk, and removing the
sidewalk from the outside of the bridge and accommodating pedestrians within the main
bay of the bridge have all been considered.
2.

Repair of the abutments

The existing abutments exhibit a number
of problems, including a significant void at
the base of the north abutment, areas of
severe spalling, and minor surface
cracking.
3.

Repair of other structural members

The structural members throughout the
bridge have been inspected and evaluated. Areas of rot, splitting, cracking, and
inadequate sizing have been identified and considered for repair or replacement.
4.

Repairing or replacing the existing timber deck planks

The existing deck planks that vehicles drive on are showing signs of wear, including
deterioration, warping, and loss of fasteners. Consideration has been given to replacing
all or some of the planks. This is also the case for the sidewalk deck.
5.

Replacing or keeping the existing cedar shingle roof

The cedar shingle roof does not shed snow easily, and therefore contributes to the live
load on the bridge during the winter. Fearing this is overstressing the bridge, the Town
has occasionally shoveled the snow off of the bridge. This is a safety concern for the
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Town. Consideration has been given to replacing the roof with another surface that will
more easily shed the snow.
6.
Repainting or stripping the
painted bridge portals
The existing portals are the only
components of the bridge that are
painted. This is thought to detract from
the historic character of the bridge.
Stripping and/or repainting the portals
has been considered.
7.
Alleviating ongoing vehicular
damage to the interior of the bridge
Especially in recent years, the rafters and portals of the bridge have been hit by
vehicular traffic. Consideration has been given to ways that this situation can be
minimized or eliminated.
8.
Reducing sign clutter on the
approaches
There are a number of signs on the
roadway approaches to the bridge that
detract from the look and character of
the bridge. Also, the signs are not
plumb. Consideration has been given to
reducing the signs and straightening the
posts should the signs remain.
9.
Improving the railings/walls on
the approaches
There is a tall concrete curb with a wooden railing on the northwest approach of the
bridge, and there are short wooden railings on the other three approaches. Cutting the
concrete curb down to a normal curb height or replacing it with a stone wall was
requested at the Local Concerns Meeting. These changes have been considered.
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10.

Strengthening of the main trusses

During our field reconnaissance of the bridge, our engineers observed the vertical
deflection (sag) of the main trusses. The upstream truss deflects as much as 1 5/8” and
the downstream truss deflects as much as 3 5/8”. We consider this a serious structural
issue and have recommended what should be done about it in this Report.
11.

Abutment supports for the sidewalk

There is no support of the south end of the sidewalk structure at the abutment, causing
some downward deflection. There is no support of the north end of the sidewalk
structure. A short timber pedestrian bridge spans between the end of the bridge
sidewalk and the street sidewalk. The bridge is in poor condition with rotting members
and significant deflections and settlement.
B.

Recommendations
1.

Cantilevered Sidewalk

The most important consideration for this project is improving the support of the existing
sidewalk and reducing the stress it is causing on the main vehicular bridge truss
members. Four options to deal with this issue have been investigated, and are
described below:
a.

Remove the sidewalk and use the existing vehicular bridge for pedestrians

This option is to eliminate concerns with the structural integrity of the sidewalk by simply
removing the sidewalk altogether and creating a walkway within the main bay of the
bridge. At the Local Concerns Meeting, many citizens voiced their opposition to this
alternative and no one supported it. Many reasons were given for keeping the sidewalk
on the outside of the bridge, including:
¾ There isn’t sufficient room within the bridge to accommodate pedestrians
¾ The existing sidewalk allows users to stop and look out over the river
¾ It is safer to have the sidewalk on the outside of the original bridge rather than
inside of it.
¾ It pedestrians are required to walk inside the bridge, it may increase vehicular
traffic back-ups.
¾ It is desirable to be able to look through the sidewalk openings to observe the
framing of the bridge.
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The interior bay of the bridge has a rail-to-rail opening of 15’-0” currently. The addition
of a sidewalk within the bridge would result in a travel lane approximately 10’ wide. This
is much less than the minimum recommended width of 16’, and would be too narrow for
larger vehicles to pass without the danger of hitting either the sidewalk or the interior
railings.
Because it is not supported by the public, and it would create unsafe conditions within
the bridge, the relocation of the sidewalk into the interior bay of the bridge is not
recommended.
b.

Add a counter-weight to the main trusses

An option that was discussed at the Local Concerns Meeting was to attach something to
the upstream side of the bridge to counterbalance the sidewalk loading. This is not
recommended because it would add even more unsupported weight to the bridge and
would further contribute to the bridge’s detriment.
c.

Add a structural support to the downstream side of the existing sidewalk

Another option to relieve some of the stress on the downstream truss was to better
support the sidewalk structurally. This would be done by adding a new beam or truss
element on the downstream side of the sidewalk and supporting it at each end of the
bridge. The south end of the new beam or truss could be supported on the existing
abutment, but at the north end a new abutment and wingwall extension would need to be
constructed.
A new I-beam or steel truss could be placed on the downstream side of the sidewalk and
could be hidden from view by the existing siding and wainscoting. The beam or steel
truss would be simply supported at each end on the abutments, and it would support the
existing sidewalk floor beams along the length of the sidewalk.
A new timber truss could also be placed on the downstream side of the sidewalk. It also
would be simply supported at each end on the abutments, and would support the
existing sidewalk floor beams along the length of the sidewalk. However, the timber
truss would need to be quite tall and could not therefore be hidden by the existing siding.
The truss would need to be approximately as tall as the existing height between the floor
beams and the sidewalk roof (approximately 11 feet tall). The truss, with its diagonal or
web members, would change the downstream view of the bridge, and it would partially
obscure the view from the bridge. Also, to provide adequate strength over the span, it
would likely need to be a Howe style truss. This style is inconsistent with the existing
trusses within the main bridge.
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Supporting the existing sidewalk with a new structural member on the downstream side
would provide more support than exists today for the sidewalk; however, the sidewalk
would still be partially supported by the existing main bridge trusses. Because this
option would not remove the loading and stress on the main bridge trusses, it is not
recommended.
d.

Remove the existing cantilever sidewalk and replace it with a self-supporting
sidewalk in the same location

A suggestion made at the April 1st Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Committee
Meeting was to remove the existing cantilever sidewalk altogether, and install a new,
self-supporting sidewalk in its place. This would remove all of the loading from the
sidewalk off of the main bridge’s downstream truss.
D&K investigated four alternatives for a self-supporting sidewalk. These were:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Pre-fabricated, glulam beams and glulam deck
Pre-fabricated, glulam trussed arch with timber deck
Pre-fabricated steel truss with timber deck
Custom made, sawn lumber King post truss and Burr arch with timber deck

Drawings with example photographs of these bridge types are included in Appendix C,
and cost estimates for each are included in Appendix E.
Pedestrian bridge fabricators were contacted, and construction costs for each of the four
options were developed. D&K developed cross section and elevation drawings, and
compiled representative photographs of the four options.
Each option was presented to the Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Committee
(HCBPC) and the Town for discussion. Initially, the Town’s preference was to use the
sawn lumber queen post truss and Burr arch configuration for the new sidewalk system.
However, after considerable deliberation with the HCBPC, the Committee and VTrans
Historic Preservation Officer (VHPO) concluded that neither the sawn lumber queen post
truss and Burr arch configuration, nor the pre-fabricated, glulam trussed arch
configuration would be acceptable. This is due to the fact that both of these
configurations could give the false impression that they were historic elements, and both
would diminish the view of the actual historic elements of the main bridge. Either the
steel truss or the pre-fabricated glulam beam configurations would be acceptable. Upon
discussing this information with the Town, the Town’s preference became the steel truss.
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Based on the foregoing information, our recommendation is to add a new steel truss
configuration, self-supporting sidewalk to replace the existing cantilevered sidewalk.
This option has the most modest impact to the existing bridge, and a reasonable cost.
This option will eliminate the sidewalk loading on the existing downstream truss, which
will be beneficial to the bridge as it continues to age.
It should be noted that the existing sidewalk was completely reconstructed and replaced
as part of the improvements made in 1973. Therefore, the sidewalk itself is not an
historic element. However, it was noted by a local resident during the Town and HCBPC
meetings that the roof line of the bridge was changed when the sidewalk was
reconstructed in 1973. When the sidewalk was originally constructed around 1940, it
was provided with a roof that was completely separate from the main bridge roof (lower
and not quite as steep). This roof was removed and the roof of the main bridge was
extended to cover the sidewalk in 1973. A question was raised whether the roof should
be changed back to its original configuration along with replacing the sidewalk. The
VHPO stated it would not be required as part of the historic approval, and it would be the
Town’s decision. The Town would like to understand the feasibility, impacts, and costs
of changing the roof. D&K will investigate this during the design process.
2.

Abutment Repairs

The abutments of the bridge were originally constructed with stone and mortar, and
these abutments still support the bridge. Subsequent to the construction of the original
abutments, concrete elements were added to better support the bridge.
The concrete sections have areas of severe spalling and voids. These areas should be
repaired. All loose material should be removed and concrete patching performed in the
areas of spalling. There is a sizeable void located near the base of the north abutment
at the normal water line of the Mad River. Also, the bridge seat where the upstream
truss rests on the north abutment is experiencing advanced deterioration. These areas,
and any other areas of spalling or deterioration should be repaired.
With the replacement of the sidewalk with a self-supporting structure, the north and
south abutments will have to be widened to accommodate the new sidewalk trusses. As
confirmed at the HCBPC meeting on June 9th, extending the abutments using reinforced
concrete will be acceptable.
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3.

Repair of other structural members

There are several structural members that are in need of repair or replacement. These
members are split, cracked or showing signs of rot. These include five floor beams, five
sidewalk rafters, one cross beam, and one roof rafter. We recommend that these
elements be entirely replaced with new elements that match the existing members or be
fitted with “sister” beams (doubled with new beams).
As noted by VTrans in their inspection reports, a number of cross braces in the roof and
floor rafters have been removed, damaged, or were never present. Upper lateral cross
bracing (wind bracing) on the bridge is in good condition where present. There are two
(2) bays where lateral bracing is missing (removed and not replaced). Missing upper
later bracing should be reinstalled in these two bays. There is no lower lateral cross
bracing on the underside of the bridge beneath the deck and floorbeams. Lacking this
bracing, the bridge is not capable of adequately resisting high wind loads. Lower lateral
bracing should be installed on the bridge over its entire length.
4.

Repairing or replacing the existing timber deck planks and screws

The condition of the timber deck planks in the main part of the bridge varies throughout
its length, and approximately 50% need to be replaced. The middle 8-10 foot of width of
planks throughout the length of the bridge is in poor condition, due to repeated exposure
to traffic. These planks exhibit signs of wear (section loss), splitting and warping.
However, the exterior 3-4 feet on both sides are in good condition. It would be most
economical to replace only the middle 8-10 feet of planking; however, it may be difficult
to match the thickness of the exterior 3-4 feet on either side if this approach were taken.
Additionally, the exterior 3-4 feet may warp or split much sooner than the middle 8-10
feet if only the middle planks are replaced. Therefore, it is recommended that the entire
16 feet of planking be replaced throughout the length of the bridge.
The timber planking in the sidewalk portion of the bridge is also showing signs of wear.
Approximately 20% of planks are splitting or rotting, and these planks should be
replaced.
5.

Replacing or keeping the existing cedar shingle roof

The existing cedar shingle roof is in good condition. There are several shingles that
need to be replaced, but these are quite limited. We recommend only that any loose or
split shingles be replaced. We do not recommend that the entire roof be replaced with a
metal or other type of roof at this time. While a metal roof would be lighter than the
shingles and would shed snow better, the existing roof is still in good condition and
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probably has another 10-15 years of service life. Once the existing roof needs to be
replaced, the Town should consider replacing it with a metal or other lightweight roof that
sheds snow better than the shingles. While snow loads contribute to the overall loading
on the bridge, only a small reduction will be gained in the snow load with replacement of
the cedar shake roof, due to the roof’s moderate pitch. Therefore, replacing the cedar
shakes with a metal roof is not an imminent concern and is not recommended at this
time.
6.

Repainting or stripping the painted bridge portals

Paint on only the portals is a common treatment to covered bridges in Vermont. The
portals are commonly painted because, unlike the sides of the bridges, there is not an
overhanging roof section to protect the exterior planking from the elements. We do not
recommend that the existing painting on this bridge’s portals be changed at this time.
One paint treatment worth considering is the addition of an intumescent (fire retardant)
protectant. Providing a fire retardant protective coating is a common treatment for
covered bridges in Vermont and New England. Unfortunately, vandalism by fire is one
of the most common ways that towns lose their covered bridges. Therefore, we
recommend that the Town paint the entire bridge with an intumescent paint system.
7.

Alleviating ongoing vehicular damage to the interior of the bridge

Occasionally, motor vehicles have struck the interior of this bridge and caused damage
to the structural elements, primarily the roof rafters. Ideally, this could be altogether
prevented from reoccurring in the future.
Measures that could be taken include installing “tell tale” bars or non-structural false
beams just inside the bridge portals. These normally hang a small amount lower than
the lowest structural member. These elements would be struck by motorists before they
strike any of the structural elements. They can be unsightly, and also require their own
maintenance. If these elements are struck and damaged they need to be replaced or
repaired just like structural members, and because they hang lower, they can be struck
more often than structural members. Because of these considerations, the addition of
“tell tales” or other nonstructural beams is not recommended.
One measure that has proven effective at other locations is the addition of advance
warning signs on the roads that lead to the bridge. Redirecting oversized vehicles away
from the bridge prior to getting to the bridge will relieve drivers from having to decide if
they should try to fit through the bridge or turn around at the bridge. In the case of the
Village Bridge, signs could be posted on VT 100 redirecting traffic onto Tremblay Road,
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and Bridge Street traffic from the south could be directed onto Joslin Hill Road. The
addition of advanced warning signs on Bridge Street and VT 100 is recommended.
8.

Reducing sign clutter on the approaches

There are five signs on the approach to each end of the bridge. These are:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

A “STOP” sign
A 9’-6” vertical clearance sign
A “NO TRUCKS BUSSES AND RV’S” sign
A “ONE LANE BRIDGE” sign
A “WEIGHT LIMIT 6000 POUNDS” sign

The “NO TRUCKS BUSSES AND RV’S” sign and the “WEIGHT LIMIT 6000 POUNDS”
are redundant. We recommend the elimination of the “NO TRUCKS BUSSES AND
RV’S” sign, and recommend that the “WEIGHT LIMIT 6000 POUNDS” sign be moved so
it is mounted below the “STOP” sign. We also recommend that the signs be supported
on square steel tube posts and set plumb, and that any signs that do not have the
current reflectivity coating be upgraded to be compliant with the latest Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).
9.

Improving the railings/walls on the approaches

The southern corners of the bridge currently have timber guard rails that extend from the
bridge a short distance at the southeast quadrant and a more significant distance at the
southwest quadrant. The northeast corner has no approach railing, and on the
northwest corner there is a concrete wall with a timber rail mounted on top. It does not
appear that the timber rails would meet current crash criteria. Therefore, it is
recommended that the timber guard rails be replaced on the south approach, and a new
guard rail be added on the northeast corner. The proposed rail would be a steel backed
timber rail to provide the strength to resist vehicular impacts, yet maintain the rustic look
that exists today.
We see no reason to modify or replace the concrete wall and timber rail system that
exists today on the northwest corner. This wall was constructed to keep vehicles from
falling into the River and to support the roadway itself. Because of the solid ledge
directly below, there is no other way to mount guard rail and support the road. The
timber rail was added to the top of the wall to match the look of the bridge elements, but
serves no structural purpose.
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10.

Strengthening of the main trusses

There are several inches of vertical deflection in each of the main trusses – as much as
1 5/8” in the upstream truss and 3 5/8” in the downstream truss. This is an undesirable
condition and is a symptom of the age of the bridge. There are no rotten or broken
members in the trusses; therefore it appears this condition is due to long term creep.
The only way to repair this condition is to jack up the trusses and rebuild them. We
recommend that this type of repair be considered for both trusses, depending on how
they look after the cantilevered sidewalk is removed.
This repair would not involve the replacement of any of the existing truss elements.
However, most truss members would be “lengthened” by the addition of wood shims at
the end of each member. Once each truss is temporarily jacked so that there is no
deflection, “gaps” would appear at the ends of the elements. These gaps would be filled
with custom milled wood blocks that match the existing truss elements. Bolted and
trundled connections would be reconstructed/replaced. Once the temporary jacking is
removed, the trusses would no longer sag, and would have a zero (flat) or positive
(upward) camber.
V.

ESTIMATES OF COST

Construction cost estimates were prepared for each considered improvement for this project.
Construction costs include contractor mobilization, system installations, structural repairs and
disposal of debris.
Project cost data was obtained from VTrans (VTrans Weighed Unit Prices), and from recent
D&K covered bridge rehabilitation projects. Costs were also estimated using nationally
published construction cost data predicted for 2011 (RS Means Heavy Construction Cost Data).
Cost data is for the Continental United States and regionally for Vermont.
The cost estimate to complete all of the repairs desired for the bridge (full repairs) is $485,000.
This amount exceeds the $242,000 that is available for construction. Costs that have been
estimated for the various project components are shown in the summary on the following page:
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Required for New Self-Supporting Sidewalk
• Sidewalk bridge
• Demolish the existing sidewalk
• Construct abutment extensions to support the new sidewalk
SUBTOTAL:
Other components that should be addressed
• Repair existing concrete substructure elements
• Repair superstructure floor beams, roof rafters, decking
• Paint with fire protective coating
• Jack, shore, & rehabilitate trusses to eliminate decay
& negative camber
• Signing improvements
• Guard rail replacement
SUBTOTAL:
CONSTRUCTION TOTAL:

$117,000
$ 12,000
$ 25,000
$154,000

$ 80,000
$ 50,000
$ 30,000
$150,000
$ 2,000
$ 18,000
$330,000
$485,000

A detailed "Engineers Estimate of Probable Construction Costs" is provided in Appendix E for
the construction cost estimates of all options.
VI.

SUMMARY

The estimated costs to complete all recommended structural and aesthetic improvements and
structural repairs far exceeds available funding. A limited program of structural improvements is
proposed.
The primary goal of the project is to repair and/or rehabilitate the bridge and extend its life so
that future generations can use and enjoy the bridge. Specific recommendations have been
made at this time to extend the life of the bridge. The improvements that are proposed to be
implemented at this time include the highest priority items that can be afforded under the
available funding. These are:
¾ Remove the existing cantilevered sidewalk
¾ Replace the sidewalk with a self-supporting structure consisting of steel trusses and a
timber deck
¾ Widen the abutments to accommodate the new sidewalk
¾ Repair areas of deteriorated concrete on the existing abutments (this component would
be a Bid Alternative that could be deleted if the price was prohibitive)
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The total cost of these improvements is estimated to be:
¾
¾
¾
¾

Sidewalk bridge
Demolish the existing sidewalk
Construct abutment extensions to support the new sidewalk
Repair existing concrete substructure elements
TOTAL:

$117,000
$ 12,000
$ 25,000
$ 80,000
$234,000

The recommended schedule for the project is as follows:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Complete Study and Public Meeting:
Complete Permit Applications:
Complete Engineering Design and Bid Documents:
Bid Submission/Bids Due:
Award Construction Contract, Begin Construction:
Construction Complete:

August, 2011
October, 2011
March, 2012
May, 2012
July, 2012
December, 2012

Please note that no load rating analysis has been performed for the bridge as part of this
Report. A load rating analysis may be necessary as part of the design of the sidewalk
improvements. The bridge is currently posted with a weight limit of 6000 pounds, as
recommended by VTrans.
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MEMORANDUM
(620922)
TO:

Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Committee Attendees

RE:

Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Committee
Waitsfield Village Covered Bridge
STP EH 08(6)
Meeting Minutes

DATE:

June 9, 2011

The Vermont Historic Covered Bridge Preservation Committee met on June 9th, 2011 at
VTrans’ offices to discuss the referenced project. A list of attendees and a copy of the
PowerPoint presentation is attached to this memo. The following was discussed at the
meeting:
Evan Detrick updated the Committee regarding activities/progress since the last
Committee meeting on April 1st, 2011. Since the April meeting, D&K has:
•
•
•

Developed 4 alternatives for a self-supporting sidewalk
Met with VTrans’ Structures Engineers to discuss the alternatives, costs, and
priorities
Met with the Waitsfield Selectboard to provide an update, and discuss the
alternatives

Evan Detrick presented the 4 alternatives using a PowerPoint presentation, and the
Committee discussed numerous issues. The 4 alternatives are:
•
•
•
•

Pre-fabricated glulam beams
Pre-fabricated glulam trussed arch
Pre-fabricated steel truss
Sawn lumber queen post truss and Burr arch

The width of the sidewalk was discussed. The existing sidewalk is approximately 4’-2”
rail-to-rail, and a question was raised: Would a width of 5”-0” be required for a new
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sidewalk to be in compliance with ADA? It was generally thought that 4’-0” minimum
would be acceptable, but D&K will discuss with VTrans’ Bike and Pedestrian
Coordinator, Jon Kaplan.
Because the new sidewalk will be self supporting and separate from the vehicular
bridge, yet share a roof, the flexibility of the roof for differential movement was raised as
a concern by Mike Hedges. The general consensus was that the vehicular bridge
deflects very little during live loading, and that the roof system is flexible enough that
any minor differential deflections will not be an issue.
Former Waitsfield resident Mary Alice Bisbee voiced her concern that the current
sidewalk roof was changed in the 1970’s when the sidewalk was reconstructed, and the
roof is not historically accurate. She asked if the sidewalk roof could be rebuilt to its
original (~1940) configuration as a separate roof. The Committee concluded that the
change would not be necessary for the Section 106 clearance, and that it would be up
to the Town to decide if they wanted to change it back. Concerns such as roof
overhang, roof headroom clearance, rain and snow getting into the vehicular bridge,
and additional costs were raised and need to be considered. This issue will be taken up
with the Town Selectboard.
There was much discussion about materials and visual impact of the new sidewalk
bridge. Scott Newman had concerns that a new trussed arch or the sawn lumber
arch/truss structures would detract from historic context of the original bridge. He noted
you don’t want to confuse the actual historic elements with replicated historic elements,
and you don’t want to visually distract from the actual historic elements.
Charlie Hosford expressed his desire to have a custom made wood structure, and does
not prefer the pre-fabricated laminate products, or steel.
Mike Hedges expressed his concern about a steel truss being hidden under
wainscoting, and noted that it should be accessible and galvanized or painted.
Eric Gilbertson prefers the glulam beams, because they won’t detract from the actual
historic truss.
Scott Newman confirmed Eric’s assertion that a new trussed arch or the sawn lumber
arch/truss structure will not meet the Secretary of the Interior Standards.
Bob Durfee stated that steel is best option for longevity and John Weaver agreed.
Charlie Hosford disagreed, and stated that he thought timber is the best option for
longevity (as evidenced by the long standing timber bridge).
John Weaver stated that he thought the arch option would accentuate the existing sag
of the main trusses.
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The discussion of sidewalk alternatives concluded with Scott Newman stating that either
the steel truss or glulam beam options would be acceptable in order to issue a Section
106 clearance, but that the trussed arch and the arch/truss structures would not be
acceptable.
Charlie Hosford asked for a letter from Scott Newman stating his position so that his
thoughts/conclusions could be shared with the Waitsfield Selectboard. Scott agreed to
send a summary.
Evan Detrick stated the existing abutments are comprised of both field stones and
concrete. Evan asked if the new abutment extensions could be made of concrete. A
consensus was reached that the abutment extensions could be concrete.
Charlie Hosford expressed his concern that the existing vehicular bridge floor planks are
badly worn and should be replaced, even if only the planks along the vehicle tracks can
be afforded. He also expressed his concern about the need to replace any existing floor
beams that are rotted or broken.
Evan Detrick discussed options for Add Alternatives. Including Add Alternatives in the
final bid documents for items that may include timber and concrete repairs will be
acceptable in order to fully utilize the available funding.
The conclusion of the meeting was that the project can advance with a separated
sidewalk using either a steel truss or glulam beam system for support. No further
meetings with the Committee will be required for this project, unless additional work is
proposed in the future.
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Historic Covered Bridge Committee Meeting
April 1, 2011
Waitsfield Village (Big Eddy) Covered Bridge
Attendance: VTRANS: J.B. McCarthy, Mike Hedges, Wayne Symonds, Scott Newman, Kaitlin
O’Shea, Kevin Russell (project manager), Pam Thurber, and Bob McCullough (Historic Bridge
Program); Vermont Division for Historic Preservation: Nancy Boone; DuBois & King, Inc.,
Consulting Engineers: Evan Detrick, Bob Durfee, Ryan Barnes; Preservation Trust of Vermont:
Eric Gilbertson; Town of Waitsfield: Charlie Hosford, Valerie Capels; Vermont Covered Bridge
Society: Joe Nelson and John Weaver.
Introduction: J.B. McCarthy and Kevin Russell introduced the Historic Covered Bridge
Committee to town representatives and the consulting engineers.
Summary of Structural and Other Concerns. Evan Detrick summarized the project as it as
developed following the town’s hiring of Dubois and King. Initially, the cantilevered sidewalk,
deteriorating abutments, and lack of support at the bridge approach were the principal points of
concern. At a meeting with the town, various other concerns surfaced, including whether the
wood-shingle roof should be replaced because it doesn’t shed snow well and thus adds weight to
the bridge; whether the approach railings are adequate; whether structural components have
deteriorated; concern about trucks hitting the bridge portals and rafters; and the confusing clutter
of signs at the bridge entrances.
Bob Durfee then summarized the results of his field inspection, which uncovered additional
problems. In general, the roof is in good condition as are roof rafters, with only 6 of 40-50
broken. The siding is in fair condition, both upstream and downstream, requiring replacement of
approximately 5-10% of total area. The truss systems are facing serious structural problems. The
downstream truss has 3 5/8 inch negative camber and the upstream truss has 1 5/8 inch negative
camber. Compression blocks areas show deterioration, and additional rot may become apparent
after work begins.
Deck planks have worn severely and require replacement, but the floor beams are generally in
good condition. Only five or six beams will require replacement. The sidewalk floor beams are
in fair-to-good condition, revealing some corrosion through the bolt holes.
Concrete abutments are in fair-to-poor condition. The northerly abutment is especially poor with
a large scour hole and severe spalling at the bearing seat. The surviving stone on that abutment
requires repointing.
The clutter of signs makes it difficult for drivers to see the weight and height restrictions, putting
the bridge at risk.
On the north side approach, the deck plank pedestrian approach is in very poor condition and is
unsafe. A simple solution is to extend the north abutment and eliminate that approach.
Rails at the outside edge of the sidewalk are substandard for a sidewalkand should be replaced.
Roof trusses reveal various modifications to the lateral bracing, which should be corrected.
Overall estimated cost for all repairs is $340,000, which exceeds the grant of $240,000. Dubois
and King thus recommends addressing concerns in order of priority: (1) truss rehabilitation; (2)

construction of a sidewalk support beam to remove the weight of the cantilever on the
downstream truss, also extending the wing wall on the abutment to eliminate the pedestrian
approach; (3) repair abutments and wing walls; (4) replace deteriorated structural components; (5)
clarify warning signage; and (6) add a fire retardant.
Committee members expressed reservations about the cost estimates, suggesting that actual costs
would be much greater for the work identified, specifically reversing the negative camber in the
trusses, which would require jacking the bridge and require some disassembly.
Town officials also expressed priorities, including: repairs to abutments; repairs to the wearing
surface of the deck; floor beams; and roof rafters. The town is also concerned about keeping a
sidewalk as part of the bridge, but doing so without changing the bridge’s visual appearance.
Discussion of Sidewalk. Discussion among committee members then focused on the design of
the beam required to support the sidewalk, which was probably constructed in 1940 but then
rebuilt in 1973 with pressure-treated floor beams. Two alternatives, steel and truss, were
considered, and Bob Durfee provided sketches to illustrate the various advantages and
disadvantages of the two alternatives.
Committee members voiced concerns about the visual impact of steel, whether a rolled beam or
truss, and Wayne Symonds suggested that a better alternative would be to separate the two
structures, sidewalk and bridge, and to construct a sidewalk using glu-laminated panels. That
solution would address the overloading of the downstream truss more directly, giving the town a
chance to confront that problem separately as funding and opportunity permit. Discussion about
the various methods for designing such a sidewalk followed. Scott Newman indicated that a
design separating sidewalk and bridge would avoid any regulatory concerns under Section 106 or
Section 4(f), and representatives from the Vermont Covered Bridge Society agreed that this
solution would be preferable.
Conclusion. Dubois and King will investigate various alternatives for designing a separate
sidewalk system, including glu-laminated panels, truss systems, and possibly arches. The goal is
to integrate the independent structural system and avoid altering the bridge profile. Cost
estimates and will be provided and field samples studied. Drawings of the various alternatives
will be provided, including the design for extending the abutment and wing wall to eliminate the
pedestrian approach span.

